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Super metroid space jump walkthrough
As the name suggests, the Spring Ball allows the Samus to jump while the Morphing Ball is active. Found in: Maridia You will need the Jump space before you can reach this power-up. In Maridia, go to the bottom of the huge vertical pipe that takes you between the upper and lower levels of Maridia. Once there, head to the right and pass through the sandfilled tunnel until you reach a single-screen room with a lonely ruined grapple block in the ceiling. Take on the block and wait for it to disappear, once it's gone Space Jump up the big tree leading to the sky. Beware of small insects flying at the apex, then head to the right and go down the next tree. Descend through the purple ledges until you reach a door,
then head through. The next long corridor has a unique creature, an armed robot two that progresses slowly around the room using its arms. Quickly laying an electric bomb to break the upcoming purple wall, the robot will then be able to penetrate through the sand-filled tunnel with its arms. Wait for the robot to clear a path, then walk through the door at the
end of the corridor. Phew, almost there. In the next room, place the small hole in the ground and lower the left passage below. Go down to the bottom of the area and go right to finally locate the spring ball. Go to the step-by-step procedure Page 2 Samus returns to Zebes to thwart the Pirates space once again. After escaping from the doomed ceres station,
Samus follows Ridley to the Space Pirate's fortress, Planet Zebes. Once Samus lands on the surface, she will leave her ship and your main adventure will begin. This first area bathed in acid rain is Crateria, from here you will have to make your way to Brinstar. Go left in front of your ship, you will eventually reach a door leading to a cave. Cross and cross the
closed cavern. Finally, you will reach a hole in the ground, go down to the bottom of the tree and go through the door fixed in the ground. You will now find yourself in the same well as Samus escaped Zebes via in the original Metroid, and it will be obvious because the place will look like a complete wreck. Get down to the bottom of the tree and go through the
door. You will find the remains of the Brain Mother in this Old Tourian area. Go through the door on the right to find an elevator in the next room. Get on the elevator to Brinstar. Once you land, go left to find the morphing ball, then head straight into the next room. Take the No. 1 missile (Brinstar) below the tree, then go into the hallway on the right at to find
missile No. 2 (Brinstar). Next chapter: Intruder Alert Select the chapter or view the game index. If you want to leave whelk a tip to write this Super Metroid guide, you can do it here. Use the ledges and platforms ideally placed to climb into this room. Get the door up. You will have to fight all the in front of this room. Good luck. If you fall, go back to that starting
point. In addition, you can run and jump from a hill just below this door to reach the middle platform and save yourself some stress (but don't go into the door above - it only leads to Maridia). Your goal is to get to the top right of this room. Down and to the right. Then the current bombards the ground, falls, and there will be a stop room on your left. Now you
want to go to the top left of the room. If you're not comfortable jumping from walls yet, you can use the grapple beam on a vertical wall to do essentially the same thing. Just attach to a block, press jump, and repeat. This maze of pipes is less complicated than it seems. Keep shooting at the walls until you get to the ground, then use the available distance to
gain speed and run all the way to the right. By the way, these things are Mocktroids, and grapple beam will kill them in one shot. In the next room is ... Botwoon, the annoying sea snake. There is not a lot of strategy here; Just shoot his head with super missiles and/or loaded beam shots until he falls apart. The bottom left corner of the room is a safe place,
except when it spits acid or anything at you. There's an energy tank around here. You can either navigate this maze from the other side, or you can jump and turn into a ball in the air to get the tank right away. Beware of quicksand; If you get caught, try to jump rhythmically while holding left or right. It's hard to explain the timing, but the sand will pull you under
so just mash jump as fast as possible. Anyway, you still have to walk through this room. You can either continue through the maze or run through from this point. Use the infinitely repewning enemies in the last sand pit to fill. Go up and right. Hilarious, the whole floor of this room is fast and lying on top of a bed of spikes. This screenshot is the most annoying
part: you want to grapple the right block, swing all around a circle, then you launch and grab the single block in the pipe barrier. Or, wall-jump. This room has a saving point and an energy charging station. Then go down and right, fall in front of the false spikes, break the characteristic door of the eyes, and get ready to fight... Draygon is another complicated
boss. First, fire 3 missiles at each of these turrets to get them off the road. The point Draygon is his belly. The right way to kill her is to fire missiles and super missiles at her as she makes back and forth. Shoot the grey goo that it releases. They can stick with you, slow you down and get Draygon in to catch you. Fight frantically to free himself. Now, here's the
unfair way to end this fight: let it grab you, then grab the broken top turret. It will electrify you and empty your two HP, quickly killing Draygon. Then that her children come back to pick up their mother's corpse. You monster. Space jump! As the name suggests, this upgrade allows you to jump forever. The time to press the jump button is a bit tricky, but it is
much more forgiving underwater, so you have a little time to get used to the ability. Unlimited aerial jumps make it much easier to get back through this room. Go here and use space jump to navigate the next room. Continue left until you get to a nice sandy area. (Well, I think it's nice.) Climb to the left side of the room. Or the space jump in the middle. It
doesn't really matter as long as you find yourself at the flashing door near the upper middle of the room. Plasma beam! This greatly increases the power of your beam, makes it damage more enemy types, and allows it to pierce to hit multiple creatures at once. Use it to kill the pink space pirates in this room. Oddly enough, fire loaded with plasma beams
doesn't hurt them. Flip over the left side of the middle of the large room and enter this tube. When you go out, enter through the right door and walk through the boring room with sand and baby Draygons (Evir). So the next upgrade is not very important. It's practically useless, honestly. But if you don't get it, it will be the only empty space in your equipment
screen, and you don't want that, do you? No, of course not. So grab this block and jump through the gap it creates. Beware of the ground collapse on the left side of this bridge. This interesting machine is called Shaktool. Don't break it, because you need it to cut the wall to the right. Lie an electric bomb to reveal the so-called wall, then take a break and go to
the bathroom or something. Spring Ball! It allows you to jump while you are a ball, and keep bouncing if you hold the jump button. It's fun, but there are very few places in the game where you'll actually need to use it. One of them is in the chapter 100% Item Locations. I guess it also helps you get out of this room. Falling into this crumbling floor, I told you to
avoid before, then continue left until the next screenshot. These crabs (Scissors) indicate a secret exit under the platform. Below, use the blue door to get out of Maridia. The pink door contains the Maridia card station, which is pretty useless now, but go if you want. Finally, it's time to go back to Norfair. Now you have to go to the Brinstar section with the
glass tube leading Norfair to Maridia. From The Samus ship, you can take the right path to get there faster. On the other hand, you can take the left path to get some items in Brinstar on the way to Maridia. Optional Items In Brinstar Before Maridia[edit] Shoot to find an energy tank hidden in the ceiling Return to the left area, and head for Brinstar, returning to
the area where the second missile tank was found. Head to the right, stopping before the obstruction leading to the tank's location. Drop an electric bomb to clear giving space to run. Aim for the top left of the wall to show a hidden energy tank, then run from the right and jump and catch it. Now look at the black spot in the obstruction that has just been
removed. You can accelerate boost from the left, then Shinespark through this place to reach a secret area. Take the door. The range of X-rays shows a hidden bridge over the tips above the pool with spikes, there is a hidden bridge revealed with the range of X-rays. Jump to the top, moving left, looking out for falling rocks. The next room holds a missile tank
in plain sight. Then bomb the left side of the platform holding the pedestal and hose to get another missile tank. Go back to the original room, bomb to get through the part you shone. Continue from the left, back to the part where Morph's ball was found. Keep power bombing the left wall and moving left, until you return to the green section of Brinstar. Then go
back to where the statue of Chozo was in the load beam in the room left here. You will have to bomb the two blocks side by side again to get there. Here, use an electric bomb. The right side of the pipe under the statue will open, where you can roll to a red door. In the next room, kill the Zeros in the way, then go back right and get a speed boost left. You'll get
rid of obstacles and enemies, leading to Brinstar's last element: an energy tank. Now go back to the right, this time taking the lower path. Break the glass tube in Brinstar [modify] Power Bomb this tube to break the glass, allowing access to Maridia But you got here, you should be in the glass tube room to the left of the elevator room in Norfair. Lie an electric
bomb in the tube. As soon as you try to move afterwards, the glass will break, and you will be in the water. You could have done it sooner, but it would have been embarrassing to arrive on either side of the tube without the gravity follows, and getting to Maridia would be pretty much impossible. You can start by going down to the red gate leading to a stop
station. Then you can take the top path with the door in the ceiling to actually reach the aquatic Maridia. Shinespark at this place to get to the missile tank There is a missile tank to arrive here by Shinesparking, but it can be difficult. If you want, start by going right, through the red door. Get rid of the stray scissors about, and activate the green shutter. Start by
shooting at the left door open it, then go right. Speed Boost back left, dodge to store it, then head back to the left room. Shine as soon as you get to the left plant that is closest to the foreground. If done correctly, you will jump between the upper platforms, where you will pass through part of the ceiling to get a missile tank. Now head up and left into the
original Maridia room. You may notice a great missile tank, but it can't be gotten here now. Take the top right The Sciser enters a secret path; Follow it for super missiles To progress, you have to use the single grapple points to get the right one. If you want items, however, instead of falling straight down. After the metal section, head to the green part in front
of a cliff. Short jump to the right, to reach the high ground after the pit. You may notice a Sciser walking through a hidden passage on the left cliff. To get there yourself, jump left and morphball on the way down, and hold left while falling. From there, keep moving to the left to get to the last room, where you can get a super tank of missiles. Now go back to the
right. Back here, continue to the right, then take the straightest door on the floor. Pink Space Pirates are in this room, but there is currently no easy way to defeat them, so avoiding them is the best for now. Go left, bottom of the third gap. Downstairs, there is a hidden passage to the right through the wall that you can pass by jumping to the side. At the end is
a door to pass. Jump to the top of the Tatori shell to take you to a grapple point Move right, and you'll see the turtle-esque Tatori and her children. If you attack the small ones, the Tatori will turn left and right, causing you considerable damage. While his active, jump on top of it, where he will fly up to a grappling point. You can rotate 180 degrees on this point
and then land to get an energy tank. Then there's a missile tank to find by firing in the middle of the right wall. You can jump on the Tatori while it's near the right to get it, or you can try Walljump for it. Now go back left, then up, back to the room with the grapple points. At the top left, use the dots to reach the top right. Powamp's round enemies here can be up
ed if you fall. Wait until they reach their climax before trying to swing up, and try not to touch them as they can do damage. Take the door at the top right. If you're having trouble struggling on top of this large piece, try removing your gravitational suit. Samus moves very slowly in the water without it and that applies to grappling too and can make hitting the
grappling blocks easier as you float more slowly through the water. But beware, Maridia's enemies do a lot of minor damage! Here, the lower part leads to progress, but you can head through the upper ceiling door to get some items. The upper door to a room with sand and grass. Spiked Owtch enemies appear from the ground from time to time in the
neighboring rooms, so look where you walk. A super fast missile can stop them if they are annoying. Go right carefully, and after the Owtch continue through the wall to get a missile tank. Then go back to the left, taking the upper left door. Continue to advance to the left, through the hidden passages. In addition to Owtches, there are flying menu enemies,
who are like the earlier Mellas, but could be faster at home on you. You want to go. the upper left door. Beneath the fall is a hidden path Keep left, and descend the large pit with a fall. Beneath the fall is a secret area that you can drop to reach a missile tank as well as a super missile tank. Back to the metal room with a lonely Sciser. Shoot the middle of the
ground, where you can go down and move directly to a green door. You should now be in an area composed of metal and bricks, with different music to suggest a new area of Maridia. There are yard enemies here, who are bombed creatures similar to crabs. If you face them, they'll stay in their shell. If you look far, however, they will approach. If you attack
them, they will bounce and respond by moving quickly towards you. Thus, it may be better to avoid trying to hurt them, because hitting their shells does no damage. You can hit them by running, and they should bounce far enough not to be too much of a problem. From the beginning, use an electric bomb to get down. You can take the red door below a stop
station. Speed Boost right beyond the walls with grappling points, and before the end there is a pointless gap. Shinespark up to this gap to reach a missile tank. Afterwards, head a little to the right and use the X-ray range to spot hidden stumbling blocks. Jump over them to get to a super missile tank. You can fall into the stumbling blocks now. Walljump,
Shinespark, or grapple to get to the top left. Then take a door in the ceiling. Mochtroids can be found here In this room you will see Metroid-like Mochtroids trapped by shootingable walls, with speed boost blocks nearby. Unlike the most powerful Metroids, basic attacks are enough to remove these creatures. Shoot the walls and mochtroids until enough path is
clear at the bottom that you are able to speed boost. Pull right to activate it, allowing you to get to the right door. Make sure you're ready, as a miniboss is inside. Aim for Botwoon's head to damage it In this room, you should notice four holes in the wall. The snake-shaped botwoon miniboss can move freely between these holes. When Botwoon appears, aim
his head with missiles, super missiles or loaded shots to damage him. Loaded fire and super-missiles do the same amount of damage. Thus, it is probably ideal to rely on super missiles to defeat Botwoon, as they are both the fastest and most damaging option. Botwoon's main attack method is to swim get out of a hole, trying to hit you. To avoid this, just stay
close to the left corner, pulling on his head when you have the opportunity. Sometimes only the head of the miniboss will be visible from the wall. Botwoon will then spit out a wave of green orbs from his mouth. This gives you a good opportunity to hit the enemy's head, but the attack can also be difficult to avoid given the number of orbs heading towards you.
So if you see Botwoon's stationary head, be prepared to corner to dodge it. If the attack seems too close for comfort, try morphballing to make you a smaller target. Botwoon will blush and accelerate when taking damage. Eventually, Botwoon can give up the spitting attack and simply move at high speed. This means that the battle is about to end, so aim
carefully to defeat the miniboss. When Botwoon is destroyed, the right wall will explode, allowing you to reach a blue door on the other side. Direction Draygon[edit] In the room after Botwoon, continue right, but stop before the sand flowing. Try not to fall all the way down, or you will end up at the initial metal room and have to get up. There is an energy tank
that you can see above. Although it is possible to get away by rushing right, morphballing, and pressing right, the timing is hard to get right. An easier way to get the energy tank is to stimulate the speed to the right of the room, under the structure where the energy tank is located. On the right side of the structure, you can jump, morphball, and move left
through the structure to get the energy tank. There is a place where you need to use a morph bomb to climb and left or you will abandon the structure and you will need to start over. Once you have the energy tank, head to the door on the right side of the room. In this room, there are grappling points on the walls on both sides leading. Use the dots or the wall
jump up. If you grapple, the beam is an effective way to remove the Mochtroids in the way. Continue through the blue door at the top right. Let go and jump if you see this animation to continue while grappling In the next room, fall. If you find yourself in the flowing sand, jump or scrape quickly because there are spikes at the bottom. There are grappling points
that you need to use in this room. After the first flowing sand pit, use the single point on the next sand pit, and grapple with the wall of the dots to the right of it. Every time you use a group of vertical grapple points, if you allow yourself to reach the points as much as possible Samus should face away from them if you have enough room. When this happens,
you can let go of everything and then immediately jump to gain some height. Do this to get up, and above this group of dots. After that, go right and you'll have to do something similar, but with the only point you need to make sure you get high enough because the vertical points are less numerous. Then to a square group of points to a group of two, then
make sure to jump high to an isolated point after that. The top red door holds a stop station if you want to save now as well as an energy charging station to the right of it, while the green bottom leads to progress. Don't worry about the spikes after the green door, because they are inactive and won't hurt you. Jump over the spikes and pull on the end of the
hose that sticks towards you on right wall to get a missile tank. Now fall under the pipes of the first spikes to get to a door of the eyes that must be defeated, signaling a boss to come. Versus Draygon[edit] In the boss room, notice the dome-shaped structures on the walls. These are turrets that shoot green spheres of energy, and it would be better to use
missiles or super missiles to get rid of them before trying to deal with the boss. After entering, you'll see a bunch of smaller versions of the pattern called Evirs. Ignore them, and after they leave, boss Draygon will dive. The boss has two main attacks. First, it will move quickly from one side of the room to the other, trying to push you. You should be able to
morphball to avoid damage from this when Draygon gets closer. If the boss comes from one side slowly, he will do his other phase of attack. In this phase, he will spit projectiles in motion down from his mouth, which will slow you down if they reach you. You can pull them for the microphones or try to avoid them. Draygon will continue slowly from side to side,
unless you are trapped by a projectile in this case, the boss will accelerate and grab you, so you should try to do what you can to avoid any contact with the boss at this point. If you are seized, perform as much different movement as possible, or you will take a lot of damage from its tail. Now there are three ways to defeat Draygon, one easier than the others.
The normal method will be described first. First method: Missiles and super missiles[edit] Shoot Draygon's stomach with loaded shots, missiles or super-missiles If you choose this method, you must target the area of Draygon's stomach with strong attacks, including loaded fire, missiles and super missiles. The diving attack should make it quite easy to hit the
weak spot, remember to morphball when the enemy approaches. For the other phase, pin projectiles make it problematic because your attacks will hit them instead. So move in the opposite direction and get rid of the pin with normal strokes. In addition, you can lay an electric bomb to clear the pin projectiles and shoot at Draygon's stomach. Once he's gone,
then release missiles and super missiles into the boss's weak spot. The damage to the boss will be indicated by the color of his stomach, as it becomes more red depending on the amount of damage inflicted. It is enough to maintain this model, because it will take 20 super missiles or 60 missiles to defeat Draygon. Grapple to one of the electric currents while
To instantly defeat the boss This method is faster, but guarantees some damage. First, make sure the turrets are removed, and there should be blue electrical currents in their place. Dodge Draygon's first diving attacks. You don't need to worry about damaging Draygon here. Stand by a wall. Once the boss spits on you, deliberately get hit by it and grabbed
by Draygon, making sure Grappling Beam is equipped. The pattern will move in an oval pattern while holding you, and eventually you should get close enough that you can fight one of the blue electric currents. It can take until after a tail stroke before you can get close enough. Once the grapple connects, hold the button and it will drain your health. The
current affects Draygon as well, and as long as you hold the beam, Draygon will die after a short period of time. Third method: Shinespark[edit] The shinespark can do the most damage against Draygon, but this is the most difficult of the three methods. First, get hit by the mucus when in the corner, then immediately dash to the other corner. At the other
corner, you have a small window where the speed boost activates, and where you can load the shinespark. If you succeed, Draygon will try to escape by flying up, but you can still land a shinespark when it starts a swoop on the left. There is also a feat known as short load, where you have only pressed over a specific frame (especially one where the front leg
is about to touch the ground). This feat allows a shinespark without the help of mucus, and allows to quickly kill the boss much faster than any other method. You will also want to include the wave shield in the attack. To create one, switch to the electric bomb and charge your laser until you have four spheres thrown. Combined with the short loaded
spineshark, this creates a combination that can do more damage than half of Drayon's health. Reward: The Space Jump [edit] After defeating Draygon with any method you choose, the Evirs will bury Draygon. After that, the left room will unlock on which you can get from the statue of Chozo the space jump. This upgrade allows you to jump indefinitely, which
means that new areas can be reached. Try the new Space Jump to get out of the room Note the new animation during the flip jump. To keep jumping with this, take a step back. Now you have a small window of opportunity to jump again. Press by default before falling more than half down the top of the jump bow to be able to jump again. It may be best to
wait until just after the jump reaches its maximum height, as soon as you start to fall. As long as you have the right timing, you can jump continuously as much as you like. You will have to try it in the boss room, as you have to use the space jump to get back through the right top door. Space jump works differently in and out of water/lava/ (Water/lava/acid are
more forgiving with the timing of when to launch consecutive jumps) so don't get frustrated if it takes a while to get the moment down. Return to the room with grappling points. Because of the maneuverability of the space jump, you no longer need to fight. Just jump all the way back left, but always pay attention to the Mochtroids and spikes. Return The left
door. Here, ignore the flashing door. Open the bottom, then pull the right side to Speed Boost when you get through. Destroy enemies and blocks on the way. Now go back to the right and fall into one of the sinking sand pits that has no bottom. The next screen will bulls charge you as you sink, so try to avoid them. Once you fall through, you will find yourself
in a new area. Just go left to end up at the metal area, which is where you first entered the second part of Maridia. Back here, pull on a small section of piped floor down right to fall through. The head is gone from here, and let yourself sink through the sand. On the other side, you'll be in a secret room. First, quickly jump out of the sand before sinking. Jump to
the left side to find a missile tank. Then pass right in front of the sand drop and jump into the passage. Follow it and morphball before landing on the square piece of earth, which actually collapses. As soon as you land, you'll bounce back. Stand right to enter the passage where you can bomb the obstruction to get electric bombs. Step back and fall through
the sand. Continue in the next room. There are Anguivirs here in the falling sand, so be careful, because they will fire projectiles. Keep jumping to the right. The sand falls will try to force you down, so be prepared as this will change the space jump schedule. Go straight to the next room. Once the point disintegrates, space jump up activate the solitary grapple
point and allow it to disappear. You'll have to space jump through the small aperture, but don't worry if it takes a while, as the point won't reappear. Now keep going up, and try to stay close to the right so that you go to the right ledge, as menus at the top will try to fly down and knock you out of your jump, forcing you to start from the bottom. Once at the top,
continue right and fall through the crumbling platforms on the metal areas. When you see a door on the right, go through. Let the Shaktool clear the path of sand to continue right When you get here, lay an electric bomb to remove the right wall. Do not play with the mechanical Shaktool here, as you want it to continue right and remove the sand in the way.
Follow him well, and once the door appears to pass. Go through the path in the ground like a ball, then take the left tunnel to reach a statue of Chozo that gives you the Spring Ball. With this, press by default Ball mode to jump like a ball, which means you don't have to rely on the bomb jump from now on. Go back to the left and use it to get out of the tunnel.
Flip two screens to the left and fall on the crumbling platforms. In the sandfall room with evirs, take the left door. For the plasma beam[edit] Here, use an electric bomb to get rid of the top metal. Head up, and through the green door. You will be forced through a tube, and deposited in an area with grass and sand. Go right and follow upper path until you get to
a flashing door at the top right. It was locked until Draygon died, so now you can pass. If you fall to the bottom, just jump the space back until you can get to the door. Head to this room with falls and Puyos at the right upper door. In the next area, there is a grouping of Puyos. Get rid of them, and continue right. The plasma beam shoots through several
enemies In the next room, you'll see Pink Space Pirates. Ignore them and fall down the right to find a statue of Chozo. It will give you the plasma beam upgrade. This beam triples the damage granted by the Spazer, and the Spazer and Plasma Beam cannot be equipped at the same time, so the Spazer will be automatically uneasy. Because the plasma beam
is more powerful, there is no real reason to equip the Spazer again. This plasma beam can kill the pink space pirates, so remove them to unlock the door and go back to the top left. The plasma beam continues to pass through enemies and damage them, rather than stopping on contact like previous beams. It's proven if you shoot the Puyos here. Keep left.
Come back through the lower left door. In the room with sand and grass, fall left into the water and continue left until you get to the bottom lane, then go right to go through the bottom door. Enter the flashing door of a room with blue cacatacs. Continue to the right. Here, fall, but be careful because there are spikes at the bottom. Spring Ball on the right track.
Space Jump until you get to the blue door on the right. Through it is the room with vertical grappling points and mochtroids, close to the boss room of the Draygon. Fall, open the left door, and Speed Boost left to the next room once again. Fall into the sand and return to the original metal and brick area. Pull on the ground until the sand pits flow, but this time
pass in front of the first and take the most left. Once you get out of the sand, jump on the ledge directly to the left of the sand fall. Shoot the clogging square block. Beware of falling rocks. The block to the left collapses, but the block above can be pulled, allowing you to continue upwards. To prevent you from falling through the crumble block, turn into a ball
and hold the jump; Springball will allow you to keep bouncing and you will bounce off the crumble blocks through the hole. Go upstairs and get a missile tank on the left, and a reserve tank on the right. This is the last tank of reserve, and concludes the articles of Now fall into the sand below and sink to the next area. Another room with sand falls and Anguines.
Go left, and into the next room morphball under the two blocks to fall. Take the left piece to reach Brinstar again. Back in Brinstar[edit] Continue left and Super Missile the green shutter. The penultimate pit on the left leaves you from the elevator in Norfair. Norfair is your next destination, but can get a missile tank in Kraid's lair very fast if you wish. Momentarily
return to Kraid's Lair before Norfair to get this hidden missile Super Missile blocks on the right into the Norfair Elevator Room, and in Hideout Kraid continue until you return to the room with Kihunters. Use an electric bomb to clear a path to the missile tank, which you can spring ball through the way. Now go back to the elevator room and head to Norfair. Your
journey continues to Norfair. Norfair is you.
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